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Abstract—Indonesia is an agrarian country. Because of the wide
agriculture area, Indonesia became the exporter country in
agriculture sector. Nowadays, the developments in every fields
are always increasing. One of those field is technology.
Technology should give some contributions which can develop
the agriculture field. One of the contribution that can be done is
automatic watering system on chili, so it become easier for the
farmers to control the chili. The automatic watering system use
internet technology to control a device from distance. This chili’s
automatic watering system based on bash shell with openWRT
platform. This system was made to help farmers watering the
chili automatically. The methods that used in this system can be
based on the soil’s moisture, time, or manual. Soil’s moisture
based method used soil moisture, that tool can measure the
ground’s moisture and automatically send order to the device.
This system can reduce delays of the chili’s daily treatment, so
the chili’s production will be increasing. This system
development used SLDC (Systems Development Life Cycle)
method. Automatic watering system with openWRT platform can
help farmers in watering and controlling chili. The system can
perform the function of automatic watering feature and
functionality can run well.. (Abstract)
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is one of the world's top agricultural countries.
Indonesia has great potential in the world of agriculture,
considering that one of the biggest contributors to GDP is the
agricultural sector, with 14% in 2007. However, the reality is
that the agricultural sector is also a sector where there are still
many people experiencing poverty in our homeland. About

40% of the poor in Indonesia are dominated by those who
work in agriculture, agriculture and fisheries (the results of the
2008 Bank Indonesia middle study). This is really very
unfortunate because Indonesia is a country that is given an
abundance of natural resources because it lies on the
equatorial line that makes this nation have a tropical climate.
For Indonesians who are very minimal in technological
development, especially in agriculture, innovation is clearly
needed so that this nation can compete in the international
arena. The existence of technology that can help human work
to become more "efficient and effective" clearly needs to be
developed in the agricultural sector. The lack of tools that can
be used to help their performance become things that should
be underlined. If only there was a tool that could help them to
do some of the work. In addition to providing more time for
farmers to cultivate other land and clear weeds, farmers will
certainly get more and more quality crops.
II.

PURPOSE

The purposes of the research are :
1.
2.

Design an automatic watering system based on bash
shell with the openwrt platform on chili plants.
Development an automatic watering system based on
bash shell with the openwrt platform on chili plants.
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III.

METHODOLOGY

A. Preliminary Research
The research sed is the design and analysis of prototyping
experiments, namely the design of the system to fulfill the
needs of farmers that are carried out repeatedly. Make a
prototyping system according to the design created. Evaluate
the prototyping by analyzing.
B. Data Collection
To get maximum result we do pre-data collection first, using
the interview method. To outline the conditions and the needs
of farmers. Furthemore, using the literature methode to see the
recent research that has been done along with a review of the
advantages and disadvantages of each system and research
conducted.
1)
Interviews
Interviews were conducted to chili planters as actors
and system user. Interviews were conducted to obtain
accurate data for the development of the system in
accordance with what was expected, and at the same time
conduct system testing.
2)
Study of Literature
Search for information from books, internet, journals
and articles about automatic watering systems and the
application of technology to farmers. Studying similar
works as a reference in building an automatic watering
system.

to analyzing and building system designs using cycles that are
specific to user activities (Kendall & Kendall, 2006). System
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is also central the
development of an efficient information system SDLC
consists of 4 (four) key steps namely, planning and selection,
analysis, design, implementation and operation (Valacich,
George, & Hoffer, 2012).
In its implementation, the bash shell programming
language and SQLite database are used as media for storing
data and HTML programming languages related to CGI, CSS,
and JavaScript to make the system interface.
IV.

RESULT

AND DISCUSSION

System functionality testing consist of 3 scenarios based
on soil moisture, based on scheduling, manually.
TABLE I. Functionality Testing

C. System Development Needs
1) The hardware used in this research, among others :
● One mini-Router (Gl.inet)
● One Modem
● One Webcam
● One RTC
● One Arduino
● One Relay
● One Water Pump
● One Soil Moisture Sensors
2) The software used in this research, among others :
● Openwrt as a router firmware.
● WinSCP as a router file access media.
● Putty as a remote SSH and Telnet
configuration.
● Sublime Text Editor as a medium for
developing system script writing.
● Mozilla firefox as user interface system.
3) The programming languages used in this study
include :
● Bash Shell as a main programming on
openwrt
● CGI as user access programming.
D. System Development Method
System development method refers to the SDLC method
(Development Life Cycle system. SDLC is a phased approach

From the test results of scenario 1 above, it can be
concluded in general that based on soil moisture can run
according to the value of the sensor that has been applied, the
author gives dry soil moisture value of less than 200, after
checking the value of the sensor sent by Arduino through the
serial port can be sent properly to the openwrt mini router.
TABLE II. System Testing Functionality Result
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CONCLUSION
After doing research in the previous chapter, it can be
concluded that:
1. The system built has been able to run a sprinkler
according to the specified soil moisture, based on
a predetermined time and manually.
2. The system built has been able to provide
information about the value of soil moisture.
3. The system built has been able to provide information
on the state of the land with the last picture of
watering.
4.
The system can be accessed locally via a WIFI
connection and widely via the internet. The system
design can be implemented into the application but
has not been able to be implemented in the real world
because the design of this system only discusses the
functions of automatic watering supporting features,
not to design the needs of chili farmers on
agricultural land.
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